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1 Read the passage and answer the questions – 

Once, there was a water bearer in India. He used to carry two big pots , each hung on 
one end of a pole , across his shoulders. One of the pots was cracked and imperfect. 
However , the other pot was perfect . It always remained full of water at the end of the 
long walk from the stream to the master’s house. But the cracked pot delivered only half 
of the water . Everyday the bearer delivered  only one-and – a- half  pots of water to his 
master’s house . The perfect  pot was proud of its accomplishments , as it delivered the 
full portion of water unlike the cracked pot . 
 

i. Who used to carry two big pots? 
         
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Ii      How much water does bearer delivered to his master’s house? 

______________________________________________________________________ 

iii  Write two adjectives from the passage? 

 

2 Read the stanza carefully and answer the question 

Hello ! my name is penny 
I’ll tell you about my Daddy. 
He is the best daddy 
And also very funny. 
He does an extremely serious job, 
But I don’t think he is serious at all 
He reads about some serious matter  
But I know he finds bed time stories better. 
He is  helpful and very very brave, 
And also teaches us how to behave, 
He says he love his red car sure. 
But I know he loves us a lot more 
  

i Write T or F 

a The girl in this poem is called peggy.  ______________ 



b  Daddy has a funny job . ___________ 

c Daddy has a blue car . _____________ 

d Daddy loves his car the most. ___________ 

ii Write the words from the poem that rhyme with the words given below 

a Matter -________________ 

b brave- ________________ 

c sure -__________________ 

 

3  Write a paragraph on – Sharing is Caring 

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 

4  Write a letter to your friend telling him what you learnt about chandrayaan –I  in the 
chapter ‘ Journey to the moon’ 

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________



______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 

5 Look at the picture and describe it in your own words by using preposition in each 
sentence: 

 

 

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 

6  Fill in the blanks with correct form of the verbs in the brackets: 
 
i  Ali ______________ in the grocery store .( work) 

         ii Mary _______________ to sing Hindi songs ( like) 

         iii We _________________  dinner at 9 pm(eat) 

         iv Kate _____________  sandwiches for lunch.( eat) 

         v Monkeys ____________________  bananas . ( like) 

7 Add – ing  
i Jump - _________________ 
ii Bring - _________________ 
iii  Drop - _________________ 
iv get - ____________________ 



8 Fill in the blanks with should or shouldn’t 
 
i Children __________________  talk to strangers . 
ii I _________________  go home before it gets late. 
iii You __________________  brush your teeth twice every day. 
iv There is water on the floor. You ____________ walk carefully  
 

9 Change the verb to their simple past form by adding  -d or – ed 

i Open - ___________ 

ii Walk - ____________ 

iii Hate - ______________ 

iv Drop - ______________ 

v Jog -_______________ 

10 Add will and rewrite the sentences  
 
i She go out in the evening if it does not rain. 
 
 
ii Sohail is playing well. He score a century. 
 
 
iii If you do not hurry , we miss the train  
 
 

11 Underline the how adverbs 

i Father folded the clothes neatly. 

ii The fire engine blew its horn loudly. 

iii We should speak softly in the library. 

iv The dog fought badly for the bone. 

 

12 Underline the prepositions in the sentences: 
 



i Are those books for me ? 
ii An artist  paints with a brush. 
iii Jane will meet me at 11 am. 
iv We are going to watch a movie 
 

13 Underline the adjectives in these sentences: 

i Peter won five awards this year. 

ii The little girl refused to go to school. 

iii Penny is wearing a  red bow in her hair . 

14 Fill in the blanks with is / am / are  

i I _____________  at home now . 

ii They _________ afraid of my dog , Jimmy . 

iii My cat ____________  black and furry. 

15 Complete the sentences by using adjectives of comparison:   

i The red pillow is _____________ than the blue pillow .( soft) 

ii This chapter is _________________ than the last one .( difficult) 

iii Sachin is ____________ than any other cricketer .( famous) 

16  Answer the following questions: 

i How old was Ruby when she came to America? 

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 

ii What is so special about the Turtle ?  

 

iii How did the zoo staff get the idea of giving  Ruby paints and brush ? 

 

 



iv When chandrayaan –I reached  space ,what did it wish to do ? 

v What game does the moon play ? 

 

 

vi What challenge did Akbar give? 

 

 

vii Where were Ria  and Varun going ? 

______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________ 

 

17  Fill in the blanks : 

 i The turtle is always at ___________________ 

ii He has a snug little ___________ in his home . 

iii The MIP landed at ________________ 

iv Its journey began on _____________________ 

 

18  Write word meaning: 

i Launched vehicle - _______________ 

ii Transmit - _________________ 

iii Laden - ________________ 

iv Throne - _________________ 

v parcels - _______________ 

 

19 Write the opposite word:  



i Ugly -____________ 

ii Welcome -______________ 

iii Enemies- ____________ 

 

20  Make sentences of the given words:  

i Post man - 
______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

ii Mother 

______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________- 

iii Achievement –  

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 

 

21 Write T or F  

i Ruby was born in Thailand  -________________ 

ii At the age of 50 she died from an infection .______________ 

iii Ruby was asian gorilla that lived at the Phoenix zoo -______________ 

 

 


